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CORNERSTONE INSTITUTE GRADUATION 2021 
 

Moving Mountains 
 

I love the greeting: Sawubona. More than saying ‘hello’, this greeting is 

saying 'I see you'. This making the other visible is significant and 

important. We know that many of the injustices and inequalities in the 

world today are caused by choosing to make certain factions of our 

society invisible and excluded - the poor, the vulnerable, the exploited, 

the disabled, the voiceless, the oppressed, the marginalised - I could go 

on. At Cornerstone Institute, we are in the business of making the 

invisible, visible and the excluded, included. So today is all about us 

saying to you, Class of 2021 that we see you! Sawubona! 

 

It is as if the year 2020 just melded into 2021, with us continuing to have 

to adapt to a whole new world. We faced 2021 armed with the lessons 

of living through our initiation into the pandemic in 2020, where we 

learnt to face new mountains - challenges and contexts that we could 

never have anticipated. How naïve we were when we thought the first 

wave would last all of two weeks and that would be the end of it? Now 

as we find ourselves in the throes of a fourth wave, 20 months later, we 

take stock of many learnings that this past period has presented us with, 

together with all its manifestations and ramifications. However, just as 

Covid-19 presented a mountain of challenges, so we remained resolute 

to never give up and to take what may have seemed to be a 

completely dire situation and turned it around for our advantage. We 

moved mountains! 

 

Here today we are celebrating so many firsts.  How humbled and 

grateful we are! For one, the Cornerstone Institute Class of 2021 

represents an all-time record for us with 397 students graduating today; 

the largest cohort of students to have ever lined up to be capped in 

our 51-year history. This is simply phenomenal! 

 

While we had hoped that, by this time, we would be able to conduct a 

contact ceremony, unfortunately this is, once again, not the case. So 

today we convene our third virtual graduation ceremony. The one and 

only reason we have done this is out of consideration for the health and 

safety of the Cornerstone community. This has been and always will be 

paramount in how we respond to COVID-19.  
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The good news I would, however, like to share with everyone is: our 

Board has made a commitment to an undertaking that when the 

‘coast is clear’, we will convene a mega-graduation contact ceremony 

for all our graduates who were denied the experience of being in 

community on the auspicious day of a Cornerstone graduation. We are 

optimistic that this day is around the corner, and it is with great 

anticipation that we work towards being able to tick all the boxes so 

that we can indeed commune under one roof, as it were. Watch this 

space! 

 

It is indeed a proud moment for me that we are able to conclude the 

academic year with this ceremony today, albeit it a week later than 

usual. We have more than survived 2021 and once again revealed the 

power of the collective, where every constituent of the Cornerstone 

Community rose to the occasion and pulled in the same direction to 

realise the outcome that we are celebrating today. I would like to pay 

tribute to each of these constituents: 

 

Our Board. Under the able leadership of our Board Chairperson, Mr 

Marcel Golding we have gone from strength to strength. The support of 

our President, Professor John Volmink who once again oversees this 

graduation ceremony continues to be invaluable. 

 

Our support and administrative staff. Your unwavering commitment and 

support of the teaching and learning functions which you understand 

are at the core of this institution, is deeply appreciated. You create the 

enabling environment for everything that happens at Cornerstone 

Institute to happen with such finesse. Thank you. 

 

Our Faculty. You are the front-liners that give your heart, souls, and 

minds to the cause of Cornerstone Institute, which is teaching and 

learning in service of others to advance social justice and human 

dignity for all. 

 

And most importantly, to you, our Students. Digesting the gravitas of 

challenges that we face in our country, we increasingly need to build 

and develop layers of leadership and capacity to take on these 

challenges and to create a better future for ourselves and the 

generations to come.  
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Most of our students say they come to Cornerstone because they ‘want 

to learn to change the world’, and indeed, that is the experience that 

we want to give each and every person who steps into this space. After 

the time and other resources invested in achieving the qualification 

that you will be awarded with today, would you say you are now ready 

to ‘change the world’? We certainly believe you are and hence we 

stand and celebrate with you today as a collective. We are totally 

convinced that armed with your certificate or degree from 

Cornerstone, you are going into a tough world where you will be 

fighting to make a living. Our hope is that this ‘fight’ is not only going to 

be about your own personal advancement, but that you will continue 

to be of service to others - promoting human dignity and social justice 

wherever you find yourselves. You will continue to realise how 

integrated life is, the inter-connectedness and links between all our 

destinies. Building a future for yourself is also about building a future for 

others. That is the Cornerstone way. 

As you savour the privilege of having been exposed to a university 

education, we pause to acknowledge that even while this 

achievement required a huge amount of tenacity and application 

from you, you could not have done it on your own. Hence today is a 

time of celebrating the end of one phase of your life-long learning 

cycle, not only because of your own sacrifices, but also because of 

those who stood with you. We are convinced that your family and 

friends who are celebrating with you today are saying: “It was all 

worthwhile”. Parents and guardians, relatives and friends, supporters 

and cheerleaders, as we all may be taking in this experience from 

different perspectives, to you we say: “Congratulations and Thank You!” 

Without you at the sides of these remarkable individuals, the chances of 

them completing this journey would have been much slimmer, if at all 

possible. There is no monetary value that can be placed on the support 

and love that you have given our graduates, who have had to 

overcome many challenges. You too can share in the rewards of 

getting a loved one to this particular finish line. Well done! 

So, graduates – now we look to you as alumni, to be our ambassadors 

and billboards, using the learnings and experiences of the years spent 

at Cornerstone Institute, not only to serve your personal ambitions, but 

to touch and impact the lives of those around you, making significant 

contributions to our collective commitment to transform the world for 

the better.  
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We are confident that the Class of 2021 will continue our proud 

traditions and live up to the title that will be conferred on you today: 

Cornerstone Institute, alma mater, graduates.  

In passing I would like to share this poem with you which Dr Kumi Naidoo 

has kindly allowed me to dedicate to the class of 2021: 

 

We’re all desperate to get back to normal. But should we? 

 

Normal. 

 

What an average word 

So uninspired… It’s actually absurd. 

In a time when we have been forced to change our ways 

To pause and isolate and dream of better days 

That we’d ever yearn for the world of yesteryear 

A world so divided 

So fragmented by fear 

 

It’s mind-boggling at best 

That we might just blow Mother Nature’s test 

Longing for the same madness 

That put us in this global sadness 

Of me first and screw you 

And buy-four-for-the-price-of-two. 

Surely getting back to normal can’t be our aim 

After all of the sacrifices, death and pain. 

 

Yes, this pandemic has brought us to our knees 

Cutting jobs and highlighting inequality 

Our leaders are exposed 

And the broken systems they have imposed 

Are now obviously not making any sense 

So, why do we obsess 

And resist what needs to be 

The end to these failed economic schemes and political machines 

That weaken and divide 

Leaving only the elite satisfied. 

 

No, we have to be better than this! 

And if not for ourselves, we must for our kin 

Our children and their children and the ones after them 
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Thankfully, our youth has far more motivation 

To take action and end the years of frustration 

By breaking down the walls we’ve created 

And the inequality that is so outdated. 

 

So, now what are YOU going to do? 

Let’s hope it something substantially new 

To keep building post-corona 

A human existence that is far from over 

Learning from our lessons 

Respecting all persons 

Especially our healthcare and essential workers 

Who were invisible to too many of us before this pandemic 

 

And never again, lest we forget 

What and who really matters 

Even when all hope scatters 

Because this tragedy surely must be 

Our big opportunity 

To look beyond what has always been 

And build a world that we can all thrive in. 

 

It is with deep-felt gratitude to each one of you that today we 

acknowledge the contribution you have made to the realisation of the 

Cornerstone dream and for us to collectively say that yes indeed, we 

have moved mountains! 

 

Noel Daniels 

Chief Executive Officer 

December 2021 
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Guest Speaker Profile: Dr Bernard Fanaroff 
 

Dr Fanaroff is a South African radio astronomer and trade unionist who is 

globally recognised for his work in astronomy, as well as for his contribution 

as an anti-apartheid activist and post-apartheid senior civil servant.  

 

Dr Fanaroff first gained international recognition while working on his PhD at 

Cambridge University. Here, with the British astronomer Julia Riley, he co-

authored a breakthrough in the classification of radio galaxies known as 

the Fanaroff–Riley classification, classifies radio galaxies based on the radio 

luminosity and shape of their emissions. 

 

He returned to South Africa and dedicated his energy to the struggle for 

freedom, serving among others as the national secretary for the Metal and 

Allied Workers Union. After the first democratic elections in 1994, Dr Fanaroff 

was appointed as the Deputy Director General in President Mandela’s 

Office and Head of the Office for the Reconstruction and Development 

Programme, among others.  

 

From 2003 to 2015 as Project Director he led South Africa's successful bid to 

host the Square Kilometre Array Radio Telescope (SKA) in Africa and the 

design and construction of the MeerKAT radio telescope. A key part of the 

project has been the development of the SKA South Africa’s highly 

respected Human Capital Development programme. 

 

Dr Fanaroff has continued to work as an advisor to the SKA, as an advisor to 

the Ministry of Science and Technology and as co-chair of the BRICS 

Working Group on Information and Communication Technologies and High 

Performance Computing, among others. He is also a founding member of 

the Academy of Science of South Africa and was a visiting professor at 

Oxford University. 

 

Dr Fanaroff’s contributions to science and society continues to be 

recognized on a global scale. In 2014 he was awarded the Order of 

Mapungubwe, one of the highest honours in the country, and has been 

awarded honorary Doctorates from six South African Universities, In 2017, Dr 

Fanaroff was awarded the USA’s Karl G Jansky Lectureship for his 

unparalleled leadership in astronomy and public service, and in 2019 he 

was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society, which among its members 

includes Sir Isaac Newton, one of the foremost scientists of all time and who 

was elected to the Society in the 17th century. Dr Fanaroff also serves as a 

member of the Board of Cornerstone Institute. 
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VISION STATEMENT 

Teaching and learning in the service of others to advance human 

dignity and social justice for all.  

MISSION STATEMENT 

Our integrative teaching approach inspires critical engagement, 

innovation and research to generate knowledge that benefits 

humanity. 

 

BOARD MEMBERS 

 

Prof John Volmink President  

Marcel Golding Chairperson 

Noel Daniels Chief Executive Officer 

Edward Boateng  Board Member 

Dr Lilian Dudley  Board Member 

Dr Bernard Fanaroff  Board Member 

Judy Favish  Board Member 

Mansoor Jaffer  Board Member 

Gary Jansen  Board Member 

Ncebakazi Mnukwana  Board Member 

Dr Adrian Sayers Board Member 

 

SENIOR AND FACULTY MANAGEMENT 

 

Noel Daniels, MA Chief Executive Officer 

Rudi Buys, VDM, PhD  Executive Dean  

Crystal Jannecke, PhD Registrar 

Basier Dramat, MBA (to be conferred) Chief Operations Manager 

Marianne Louw, PhD Deputy-Dean: Academic 

Beverley Dankers, MA Deputy-Dean: Student Support 
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2021 LECTURERS 

 

Margaret Gustafson MA Emeritus 

Charmaine Gangen MBA  Business Studies 

Ennie Chirara PgDip Business Studies 

Ivan Gabriel MEc Business Studies 

Jeremiah Machingambi MCom Business Studies 

Mashford Zenda MSA Business Studies 

Montlamedi Maikano BSc Honours Business Studies 

Nelson Gwamanda MPsych Business Studies 

Solomon Ola BCom Honours Business Studies 

Stefan Louw MPhil Business Studies 

Thandile Mkhunqa BTech Business Studies 

Thulani Dube MBA Business Studies 

Anel Coetzee BSc Honours Education 

Frances Wessels PhD Education 

Jennifer Feldman PhD Education 

Linda Pauw BA Honours Education 

Melanie Steyn MA Education 

Mthandeni Khuzwayo MA Education 

Peter Pedersen MHMS Education 

Precious Simba MA Education 

Sandra Kruger Med Education 

Sandy Willcox MA Education 

Sene van Heerden Med Education 

Claudene Sebolai BA Honours General Education 

Deidre Julies MA General Education 

Devon Hoole BPsych General Education 

Shireen Orphan BA Honours General Education 

Schalk van der Merwe PhD General Education 

Chikezie Uzuegbunam PhD Media Studies 
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2021 LECTURERS 

 
  

Cebokazi Mtati MPsych Psychology 

Elmarie Venter PhD Psychology 

Geraldine Franciscus MPsych Psychology 

Heidi Witten MA Psychology 

Jabulani Chitanga MA Psychology 

Jackie Wyngaard BA Honours Psychology 

Janine Senekal MA Psychology 

Jean Pierre Senekal MPsych Psychology 

Karen Cohen BA Honours Psychology 

Kelly de Rosner BA Honours Psychology 

Kendall Byne-Ross BA Honours Psychology 

Kirsty Slessenger BA Honours Psychology 

Kailas Kassan PhD Psychology 

Lidia Alkana MA Psychology 

Lindsay Blankenberg MA Psychology 

Narissa Philander MA Psychology 

Natalie Adams-Adonis MA Psychology 

Nicolette Sobotker MA Psychology 

Serahni Symington PhD Psychology 

Shadley Hendricks MA Psychology 

Sharon Johnson PhD Psychology 

Sharon Melrose MA Psychology 

Taryn Little BA Honours Psychology 

Allistair Brown MTh Sociology and Com Dev 

Charmaine Iwu MA Sociology and Com Dev 

Elthena Dirks Rethman BA Honours Sociology and Com Dev 

Gordon Igbokwe PhD Sociology and Com Dev 

Henrietta Settler MPhil Sociology and Com Dev 

Leo Mapira MA Sociology and Com Dev 

Moses Moyo PhD Sociology and Com Dev 
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2021 LECTURERS 

 

Neil Henderson 

 

 

 

PhD 

 

 

 

Sociology and Com Dev 

Rene Ngwenya Med Sociology and Com Dev 

Tsitsi Mpofu-Mkweta MA Sociology and Com Dev 

David Smit PhD Ethics and Theology 

Hundzukani Portia Khosa PhD Ethics and Theology 

Jordan Pickering PhD Ethics and Theology 

Kefas Umaru PhD Ethics and Theology 

Laurie Gaum MA Ethics and Theology 

Louis van der Riet MDiv MTh Ethics and Theology 

Mphumezi Hombana MTh MA Ethics and Theology 

Nicole Joshua BA Honours Ethics and Theology 

Ntandoyenkosi Mlambo MTh Ethics and Theology 
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INSTITUTIONAL CREST AND VALUES 

 

Different to the branding logo of an institution, the crest is the coat of arms of a 

higher education institution, which functions as its official seal. More so, the coat 

of arms, including the crest, represents the core values, mission and identity of 

the institution. Therefore, while a branding logo, such as the one below, may 

change from time to time, the coat of arms remains the same as long as 

possible and will only be reviewed when the institution makes a fundamental 

change in its values, mission or identity.  

 

Accordingly, in preparation for Cornerstone’s 50th year and as foundation for 

the next half-century of our existence, the Board in 2018 resolved to review the 

institutional crest. What followed was a protracted process to consider the 

design and symbols of our coat of arms, our crest.  

 

Fittingly as the penultimate moment in the life of a higher education institution, 

today at graduation 2020, Cornerstone launches the new coat of arms to 

declare who we are and the values and mission to which we commit as a 

scholarly community. 

 

Points of departure 

Core perspectives of who and what Cornerstone was since its establishment, 

and still is today, provided the points of departure of the design of the new 

crest, which includes the following: 

 Revisions and additions to the coat of arms, the crest, must continue its 

role as the official representation of the core values and commitment 

to social justice for all communities, which we held in past and still hold 

today. 
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 Therefore, with a revised crest we are committed to continue our core 

identity as a scholarly community, as well as our foundation of faith-

based values, which forms part of its provenance. 

 Our founding in 1970 on the Cape Flats at a time when prospective 

black theologians were excluded from attending universities, which 

means that, as a community, we were, and still are, deeply rooted in 

South African history and local contexts.  

 In our original form as the Cape Evangelical Bible Institute (CEBI), and 

as our original mission, we provided theological education for 

unqualified pastors, during Apartheid teaching black and white 

students together, which means that as a community, we were, and still 

are, a transformative institution.  

 Cornerstone is historically grounded in an ethical ethos, emphasising 

inclusivity and service to others to guide in the relationship between 

leadership and professional integrity, which means that we are, as we 

were, an embracing institution that focus on the development of 

leaders.  

 

Institutional values 

 Inclusivity 

 Excellence 

 Integrity 

 Unity 

 Respect 

 Creativity 
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Original Coat of Arms and Crest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The original crest represents our values, in the main, with the Bible (knowledge 

and wisdom), shepherd staff (leading), cross (values and transformation), and 

the motto (institutional mission).  

 

New Coat of Arms and Crest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new crest continues these themes, in the main, with the open book 

(knowledge and learning), bowl (leading together), flames (values and 

transformation), and the motto (institutional mission).  
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Symbols 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Nama translation 

The translation of our moto to Nama represents the intentional shift to draw on 

the history of service to African communities, and therein also align with the 

broader process in continental knowledge systems to build an African voice in 

scholarship among the nations of the world. 

 

 Book:  

The open book represents human endeavours to learn and gain the knowledge 

and capabilities to change the world. One half of the book is written, which 

symbolises existing knowledge as a foundation of learning, while the other half is 

empty, which symbolises the pursuit of new knowledge and becoming authors 

of a new world. 

 

 Wreaths of Wheat  

The ears of wheat symbolise social, ecological and historical rootedness and 

the promise of growth and achievement that comes from hard work and 

struggle. It symbolises the belief that care for and healing of people and the 

world together is the purpose of knowledge and learning, rather than to be an 

end.  
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 Bowl 

The bowl from which the flames burn represents the tradition of collective 

leadership and community togetherness that characterise our African heritage. 

It is a symbol of our commitment to shared leadership in service of diverse 

communities; leading as a scholarly community to grow human dignity and 

social justice.  

 

 Flames  

The flames represent enlightenment, truth and rebirth, and symbolises the 

promise of human becoming the flows from endeavours to reflect on, gain 

virtue and knowledge for, and enact justice. It is a symbol of the source of life, 

of light and the ultimate wholeness of humanity. 

 

 Banner and year of establishment 

The banner and the year of our establishment represents the contributions of 

each and every individual, community and organisation who over time 

contributed to building Cornerstone as a proud institution – each one is 

significant, and the symbol represents our gratitude to those that came before. 

Their legacy is a foundation of service to learning and change as we continue 

our work. 

GRADUATION SYMBOLS 

A graduation ceremony is the pinnacle of higher education. Years of effort by 

students and staff all lead to this one specific moment. The institution confers 

qualifications on students to indicate their completion of studies, their readiness 

to join scholarly and professional communities, and to change the world. 

Community events that recognise learning follow centuries-old traditions and 

include symbols that represent achievement. At Cornerstone we follow symbols 

of Khoisan and Western origins.  
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Kudu horn 

The graduation meeting begins with the blowing of a kudu horn. As the horn 

blows the academic procession begins. Traditionally the sound of blowing a 

kudu horn called a village together for a meeting, also recognising the broader 

community of ancestors. At Cornerstone we blow the horn to call together our 

current and former students and their families, lecturers, officials, and the 

broader community for the graduation meeting. The kudu horn is also the 

ceremonial mace, which represents the official authority of the graduation 

meeting. The president carries the mace as the academic procession enters 

the meeting. 

 

Academic procession 

The academic procession refers the ceremonial walk that the office bearers 

and the academic staff of the institution enter the hall with, which begins with 

the blowing of the kudu horn. The members of the procession represent the 

scholarly community who confer qualifications. The procession follows a specific 

format: the president and chairperson of the board lead the procession, 

followed by the chief executive officer, the executive dean, the registrar and 

president of the student representative council. Next the senior management 

and lecturers follows. 

 

Academic dress 

Officials, lecturers and students wear special academic attire at the graduation 

ceremony. These include gowns, shoulder draping called ‘hoods’, and caps. 

Each of these have different colours and designs show the unique roles of the 

various office bearers, academic staff and students. Graduating students, the 

graduandi, wear black gowns and square shaped caps, called mortarboards. 

Students wear the same black gown to indicate that all students are equal.  

The squared design of the mortarboard represents the shape of trowels that 

bricklayers use in construction – a symbol of hard work.  

Lecturers wear either black or red gowns, with hoods of different colours. The 

different colours of hoods represent the different subject fields’ lecturers 

specialise in and the level of qualification they have. Lecturers with doctoral 

degrees only wear a red gown.  

Hoods come from a practice from centuries ago, when learned clergy still 

walked from town to town to teach without reward. They wore a hood so that 

people could place food and gifts in it to sustain the teachers.  
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The registrar drapes a hood over the shoulder of a student after they received 

their qualification – this shows that they now join a community of learned 

servants of the people. 

At Cornerstone we continue to use the gowns, hoods and mortarboards to 

show our commitment to selfless service to others, and to change the world for 

the better.  

 

African antelope skins 

Different antelope skins adorn the seats of the President, and other office 

bearers. Diverse African communities traditionally used antelope skins to 

represent the authority of the leaders of the community, as well as a recognition 

of and commitments to the spiritual. 

 

Half-moon seating 

The seats of the academic procession at the front of the hall are arranged in 

the form of a half-moon. Traditionally the moon represented light and life. It also 

resembles a circle of seating when the elders of a village meet. At Cornerstone 

this seating recognises our broader commitment to life, and to celebrate the 

light. It seats the elders of our scholarly community in a circle of wisdom, with 

the president in the centre, surrounded by other office bearers. 

 

Nkosi ‘sikelel ‘iAfrika 

After the blowing of the kudu horn, the academic procession enters the hall 

while the original version of the prayer, Nkosi ‘sikelel ‘iAfrika, composed by 

Enoch Sontonga in 1897, plays. The prayer song holds a significant place in the 

struggle for freedom of several African countries, including South Africa, and 

was taken up in several national anthems, including our own.  

 

Our national anthem combines a shortened version of the prayer with parts of 

the previous national anthem, ‘Die Stem’, with further revisions to call for a 

united South Africa. At Cornerstone we use the original version of Nkosi ‘sikelel 

‘iAfrika to replace Gaudeamus Igitur – a Latin graduation song that originated 

in Europe and is several centuries old and is still used widely at graduation 

ceremonies.   
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Capping 

Students receive their qualification with the process of capping, where the 

president of Cornerstone touches the student on the head with a square-

formed graduation cap – an action that demonstrates that the qualification is 

conferred. This is the formal action of conferring the qualification. The student 

must walk across the front of the meeting and enter the half-circle of the elders 

to be capped.  

The executive dean and registrar sit at the furthermost points from the president 

on the sides of the half-moon. When a student comes forward to receive their 

qualification, they enter from the one side of the half-moon, invited by the 

dean, move to the centre to be capped by the president, and exit the half-

moon on the other side, draped with a ceremonial hood by the registrar.  
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MERIT AWARDS 

Teaching Award 

The Teaching Award recognises excellence in teaching and learning (lecturing) 

to realise the Cornerstone mission and values. The award assesses nominations 

in terms of teaching and learning outcomes that realises graduate attributes for 

human dignity and social justice; transforms lives with deep care; and uses 

current and scholarly sound methods. Awarded annually by way of nomination, 

all full-time and adjunct lecturers teaching in contact (campus) and/or 

distance (online) modes are eligible. 

 

Academic Award 

This award is presented to the best academically achieving graduate during 

the course of her/his studies at Cornerstone. In order to be eligible for this 

award, a student must have completed the qualification within the specified 

time or one year more than the minimum amount of time required for the 

programme. The award is presented separately to the highest achieving 

students in the higher certificate, postgrad certificate, undergraduate and 

postgraduate categories.  

 

Against All Odds Award 

The award recognises a graduating student who overcame unusual and 

extenuating circumstances. The student ‘Against all Odds’ was determined to 

reach her/his goals and despite obstacles remained a Cornerstone student, 

continued to pass and successfully completed their programme of study. The 

criteria for the award are courage and determination; integrity; and good 

standing in the Cornerstone Community. 

 

President’s Award 

Faculty, staff and students together nominate and decide on the student who 

receives the President’s Award, namely a student who best represents 

Cornerstone’s core values. While the candidate may not be the top academic 

performer, s/he must possess all the attributes we celebrate as a community. 

Therefore, the award is made to a final-year student who has shown 

consistency of character; was actively involved in the broader community; 

supported fellow students; demonstrated academic excellence; and is 

spiritually, socially and academically well rounded.  
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Laureate Award 

 

The Laureate Award for Scientific Inquiry and the Advancement of Knowledge 

in Service of Others is the highest institutional mark of scholarly distinction 

Cornerstone may award annually.  

 

Cornerstone Institute recognises Laureates for outstanding contributions to 

science and the advancement of knowledge in service of the public good, 

that is, for scholarship in service of social justice and change. We honour 

Laureates for their tireless work to improve the lives of people and (re-)build 

societies, and for using their scholarly achievements to do so. For us this is the 

meaning of scholarship: scientific inquiry and knowledge work that transform 

lives in real and practical terms. 

 

Laureates therefore in their work exemplify our institutional mission to grow 

ethical and socially conscious leaders who work for inclusivity and do so with 

integrity and excellence.  

 

The standing of the awardee as a Laureate is held and conferred as an 

honorary academic title by the Senate and the Board.  

 

Candidates may be from any field and are nominated by members of the 

Senate and the Board, while nominations are assessed in terms of scholarship 

achievement and an established record of service to society. 

 

The award consists of the conferment of the title at a special meeting of the 

Senate, and the handover of a ceremonial Laureate Award, Certificate, and 

the appropriate academic gown. A President’s dinner follows with past and 

present Laureates and Cornerstone stakeholders.  

 

Laureates are invited to present a public academic lecture on any topic/theme 

the Laureate chooses, to be hosted by Cornerstone during the year following 

the conferment. 

 

Lastly, Laureates are invited to request any form of participation in the 

Cornerstone academic programme, as well as for support for continuing 

scholarly work as Cornerstone Institute may be able to offer.  
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ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 

Processional  The Kudu Horn is blown 

Nkosi sikelel’ iAfrica  Procession enters the hall 

The President constitutes the congregation 

Opening Prayer Rev Dr Rudi Buys                

Executive Dean and President (Acting) 

Welcome and Introduction Noel Daniels  

of Speaker   Chief Executive Officer 

Keynote Address Dr Bernard Fanaroff 

Selected Item Poem by Vusumuzi LoveJoy Mpofu  

Student Class Speaker Tariro Bianca Namawa   

Conferring of Certificates Rev Dr Rudi Buys, President (Acting) 

and Degrees Dr Marianne Louw, Executive Dean (Acting) 

  Dr Crystal Jannecke, Registrar  

Teaching Awards  Dr Marianne Louw                  

    Executive Dean (Acting) 

Academic Awards  Dr Marianne Louw                  

    Executive Dean (Acting) 

Against All Odds Award  Marcel Golding 

  Chairperson, Board of Directors 

President’s Award  Rev Dr Rudi Buys                 

Executive Dean and President (Acting) 

Laureate Award Marcel Golding            

Chairperson, Board of Directors   

Music Item   Maya Spector  

Vote of Appreciation Beverley Dankers                      

Deputy Dean of Student Development and 

Support 

National Anthem   The participants are requested to stand 

The President dissolves the congregation 

Recessional  The congregation remain standing until the procession has left 
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NATIONAL ANTHEM OF SOUTH AFRICA 

Nkosi sikelel’ iAfrika 

Maluphakanyisw’ uphondo lwayo 

Yizwa imithandazo yethu  

Nkosi sikelela; thina lusapho lwayo 

 

Morena boloka sechaba sa heso  

O fedise dintwa le matswenyeho, 

O se boloke (Ladies) 

(O se boloke) (Gentlemen) 

Sechaba sa heso  

Sechaba sa South Africa 

South Africa! 

 

Uit die blou van onse hemel, 

uit die diepte van ons see, 

Oor ons ewige gebergtes 

waar die kranse antwoord gee. 

 

Sounds the call to come together 

and united we shall stand.  

Let us live and strive for freedom 

in South Africa our land. 
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NAMES OF GRADUANDS 

 
Higher Certificates 
 

**Hunta Natalie Brauer Higher Certificate in Business Studies 
*Luca Diana-Oliaro Higher Certificate in Business Studies 

*Alfred Adriaan Hendricks Higher Certificate in Business Studies 
*Cole  Bailey Higher Certificate in Community Counselling 
Huguette Byoseya Kamuhanda Mukeshimana Higher Certificate in Community Counselling 

**Johannes Andreas Van Zyl Higher Certificate in Community Counselling 

Brendyn Paul Alloys Higher Certificate in Community Development 

Alida Nokuthula Dlamini Higher Certificate in Community Development 
*Jayson David  Magooda Higher Certificate in Community Development 

Vusumuzi LoveJoy Mpofu Higher Certificate in Community Development 
Tamsin October Higher Certificate in Community Development 
**Camelita Ronel Reizenburg Higher Certificate in Community Development 
Katie Roman Higher Certificate in Community Development 
Edwina Cathleen September Higher Certificate in Community Development 

 
Post Graduate Certificate in Education in Foundation Phase Teaching 
 

Nasreen Akleker *Ingrid Lalk 

*Erin Alberts Natasha Lamprecht 

Nicola Susan Andreas *Danielle Juliette Larsen 

Liesl Louise Arendse *Raquel De Oliveira Leitao 

Nicole Leonie Arendse *Johanna Catherina Le Grange 

Tarryn Natasha Arnold *Kristen  Levendall 

*Emily Louise Arokiam *Caryn Lee Lloyd-evans 

*Sempre Kersten Barnett *Amber Leigh Longmore 

*Zahn-Mari Bezuidenhout *Vyvekah Gen Lumley 

*Kathleen Elizabeth Bilbrough Noxolo Helen Mahe 

*Belinda Boardman *Roxanne Jane Marlborough 

Helena Dorothea Brits *Chloe Jade Massey-hicks 

*Julia Katherine Brown Jeanne Massyn 

*Sian Lara Bryan Aluwani Mathavha 

*Liezl Carr *Shannon Jean Mayo 

*Saajidah Cassim *Hlologelo Desiree Moreti 

*Renita Chabilal Kate  Morris 

Loyce Chauke Erin Jamie Muller 

*Stephanie Louise Clark *Suzilda Muller 

*Nooreen Dalvie *Marianne Myburgh 

*Lindsay Joy Davids *Philycia Naidoo 

*Diana Raquel Da Silva *Larissa Narainsamy 

Nastasha De Jager *Cherese Neeb 

Yolandi De Jager Liezl Nell 

Courtney Jayd De Ricquebourg *Nonhlahla Bernice Ngwenya 

*Zarike Antonette De Wet *Cari Niehaus 

*Claire Margaux Dennis *Theresa Helen Norval 

*Megan Anne Downie Nonkululeko Nokulunga Nxumalo 

*Kelly Du Plessis *Inus Oosthuizen 

*Danielle  Du Toit *Michelle Orlando 

*Deleen Du Toit Catherine Papademetriou 

*Sheena Du Toit *Sandra Mary Parmee 

*Samantha Joan Duncan *Shannel Iris Pearce 

*Jameela Ismail Ellemdin *Derek Brent Percival 

Danecia Els *Yolande Pieterse 
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Post Graduate Certificate in Education in Foundation Phase Teaching continued 

    

Riëtte-Mari       Erlank Kimeshni     Poonasamy  
*Daniela  Ferreira *Nicole Pretorius 

*Rochelle                              Ferreira *Adel     Pretorius  

Sune       Ferreira Candace Lynn     Rambharos  
Dadawele Oyisile Avela              Fihlani *Camiksha Ramdeen 

*Megan Courtney Forsyth *Ilse Rheeder 

Bernadette Alice Fourie *Rosaria Andreia  Ribeiro 

*Brittney Sarah Freese Tylana Allyson Roberts 

Khadija       Gaffoor *Michelle Charlene     Roodt  
*Aisha Gani Samantha Rudolph 

Teegan Reece Gibbs *Prenesha Sanjith 

Charlynn Shiree Gideon *Cara Amanda Saunders 

Marli Greyling *Michelle Shelton 

*Margeaux Groenewald *Janelle Sinclair 

Bethany Lyn Hall *Nicolette Slatter 

Caylin Chelsea Hall *Jade Smit 

Tyler Hanf *Chane Leigh Smith 

Jacqueline Irene Harvey *Courtney-Jade Stanbury 

*Danielle Alexis Hassall Maria Magaretha Stears 

Kirsten Anne Hatfield Abigail Stoltz 

Jade Helfrich *Leigh-anne Candice Troskie 

*Kayley Lorraine Herringer *Jessica Moira Tuckniss 

*Lauren Jayne Hill *Nathania Van Niekerk 

*Charlese Stephanie Hirst Robyn Julian Van Niekerk 

*Nicola Glen Human *Sylvia Van Rooyen 

Helena Catharina Jacobs Francis Nicke Van Tonder 

**Jade Amelia Jacobs *Leandri Ethna Van Wyk 

*Robynne Louise Janse Van Rensburg Zaan Van Wyk 

Melissa Marina Jantjies *Leanne Venter 

*Kimeera Jugroop *Elizma Viktor 

Robyn Stephanie Julius *Andriette Vosloo 

Eugenie Kapp *Candice Voss 

*Dani-Maye Kelly Natasha Watson 

*Candice Alana Kew *Kathleen Mary Wesson 

*Taryn King *Gemma Will 

*Kaitlynne Charissa Kraft Shemeez Wilson 

  *Emily Josephine Wood-Callander 

  Sarah Wright 

    

    

    

Post Graduate Certificate in Education in Intermediate Phase Teaching 
 

*Kirsty Adams Kgomotso Mamotshudi Lenake 

Rosanne Alberts Pearl Thandeka Letile 

*Nicole Leigh Alexander Bianca Jade Ley 

Brett Andrew Allam *Deidre Starke Lindeque 

Lejeay Storm Anderson Leigh-Anne Loubser 

*Richenda Charvonne Anderson Anastasia Louise Loukakis 

Heather Joy Anthony Nondyebo Mabhani 

*Martez Bareira *Loryn Macindoe 

Anneke Barkhuizen Boikhutso Pledge Magagane 

Jeanot Loic Beetge Ntompe Fortunate Magalefa 

Bonita Blankenberg Yusrah Mahrie 

*Zandria Borman *Jesse Dee Mason 
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Post Graduate Certificate in Education in Intermediate Phase Teaching continued 
 

*Daniel Boshoff *Delicia Louise Matthysen 

*Charmone Botha Unathi Richard Mboxela 

Ashleigh Bothma *Milisa Meiring 

*Nicole Carly Brinkhuis Nicholas Unathi Mesele 

*Jean-Mare Bruwer Motsatsi Yvone Mogale 

*Nancy Amanda Bugler *Refilwe Tsolofelo Moholobela 

Daniel Matthew Cairncross Boipelo Alice Moiloa 

*Nicole Calitz Fouzia Mingie Tshegofatso Monaisa 

Abongile Cenya Shivani Moodley 

Lorato Abigail Chabaesele *Alecia  Moolman 

Marques Chauke *Kirsten Carmina Morrison 

*Byron Choonoo Olebogeng Oarabile Mosebetsi 

*Ellouise Josemene Christians Inocentia Moeder Moratina  Mosete 

Afton Shiree Cloete *Caamila Motani 

Bethmary Cloete Mpogi Innocentia Mpshe 

*Tayla Frances Cockbill Christopher Melusi Msiza 

*Juno-elen Correia *Clyde Cecil Naidoo 

*Callan John Cronin Cherrlyn Naidoo 

Danica Da Silva Maria Elizabeth Nel 

Geena Leigh Da Silva *Francois Nell 

*Bhavik Daya Hloniphani Ngidi 

Ahista Dayalal Keegan Niemand 

Leandri De Beer *Margaretha Elizabeth Nienaber 

*Natalie De Bruyn Wiseman Thabang Nkosi 

*Lise De Freitas Ntiyiso Violet Nkuna 

*Taryn De Klerk *Willem Adriaan Nortje 

*Marthina Hermiena De La Mare Tshepiso  Tony Olehile 

*Marilie De Lange Courtney Ralph Omardien 

*Shane De Lange *Nomthandazo Pata 

*San-Mari De Reuck *Anne-Mari Paul 

*Wade Arthur De Reuck Christa Pavlou 

Jacob De Villiers Chadwin John Martin Phillips 

*Bianca Luigina De Wet  Harry Modisaotsile Pholo 

*Carla Diederiks *Gerhardus Marthinus Poerstamper 

*Kim Ann Dingwall Elmonix Pretorius 

Rose Diza *Surette Prinsloo 

*Ashley Kelly Donachie Kim Robert              Quickfall 

*Carla Du Plessis Jade Tiffany Rademeyer 

*Daniel Elardus Du Plessis *Mmatsawela Ramahlo 

*Nadine Rebecca Du Plooy Constance Ranaka 

*Ashleigh Anne Eales Jessica Susan Rayment 

*Carine Erasmus *Kerry Lee Richmond 

*Shanaz Fakier Shanon Chante Riddles 

Nikita Felix Izak Jakob Roodt 

Justin Fielies *Decklin Ross 

Jason Flanagan *Revishka Rupan 

Wesley Craig Fontaine *Courtney Saayman 

*Kimberley Forbes *Illse Rozanne Sambaba 

*Ashley Ingrid Fraser Goodness Mmatlou Sehunane 

*Michelle Nogueira Frost Bianca September 

Lucia Sindiswa Fuleni Pokwane Getrude Setou 

*Mushfiqah Gaidien Aysha Shabodien 

Kaila Galley Gilliam Jean Sinclair 

Serisha Gayapersad Jacques Francois Smit 

Stephanie Georgiadis Lize Smit 

*Alexa Ettore Gioia *Diane Cheryl Smith 
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Post Graduate Certificate in Education in Intermediate Phase Teaching continued 
 

 
 

 

*Eljay Anston Goliath *Gina Ella Smith 

*Jade Ziggy Goodman Keitumetse Patricia Smouse 

*Ahil Gordhon *Binita Snyman 

*Kathryn Green Dwayne Soekoe 

Dala Greyling Andrewene Soma 

*Christine Groenewald Roelof Petrus Stander 

*John George Hall *Nicole Stewart 

*Josias Jacobus Hamman Duné Streutker 

*Klara Anne Hartmann Jean Strydom 

Hendrik Voster       Hayes Suzanne      Strydom  

*Kristin       Hermanus Bronwyn     Swanepoel  

Quinton Xander Heyneke Carol Anne Sylvester 

Reold Malatji Hlaraka Cedric John Thomson 

*Monique Holtzhauzen *Catherine Anne Thorby 

*Melissa Astrid Horrmann Linda Jane Turner 

Deidre Davida                             Hurst Le-anne Valentyn 

Azraa       Ismail Carolina Hendrika            Van Der Walt  

*Sune Leandre Januarie *Helene Van Eeden 

Lea-ann Rochelle January Martilize Van Kradenburg 

*Anmari Jordaan *Mary-lee Van Zyl 

*Yumna Joseph-Sasman *Nicole Veludo 

Phoebe Blanche Kaiser *Tercia Simone Monteiro Vendeiro 

*Shuaib Karriem Anna  Jacoba Elizabeth Venter 

Kealeboga Nadia Kgorotlhe *Susarah Wilhelmina Venter 

Thandeka Khabola  *Monique Vermeulen 

*Nasreen Khan *Shirley Viljoen 

*Celeste Koekemoer *Arina Viljoen 

*Taryn Angela Kornau Yandre Katelon Vrolik 

Emmerencia Kriel *Terri Wallace 

Jacobus Gerhardus Kruger Izane Wessels 

Eleni Ladas *Aimee May Weyer-Henderson 

Fierdouz Lanie **Shana Kelly Winson 

*Birgit Larsen *Kelly Ruth Woods 

*Fawzia Latiff *Leanne Valerie Jean Woolnough 

*Jean Du Toit Le Roux *Richard Werner Wossler 

  Taryn Faye Wouda 

    

Bachelor of Arts  
 

 
  

Taren-lee                                       Africa   

*Neesha       Chhiba Vanessa Clair     Lister 

Jerusha Bodasing                        Daniels Gillmore Manter 

*Johan       De Beer Kimber Jean     Meyer  

*Lize-Mari Gerrits **Michelle Hausse Mocumbi 

Leoni Godfrey *Philis Wanjiku Munyiri 

Melissa Hattingh Lumu Musangilay 

Lerato  Jacobs *Tariro Bianca Namawa 

*Misha Jocobs *Nicholas Norbert Renaud 

Thanduxolo Jebese *Naa’irah Mareldia Saul 

Arthur Edgar Johnston Keneuoe Caroline Kenny Taoana 

Tanya Juliana Johnstone Rudi Van der Poel 

*Ibtishaam Joubert *Andria Weppenaar 
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Bachelor of Commerce 
  
**Russel Domeyer   

*Markus Johannes Fourie   

*Etienne Neville Opperman   

 

Bachelor of Theology in Community Leadership 
  
AnnaPaola Leontina DeAngelis   

**Joshua  Ellish   

Jo-anne Janssen   

Lindiwe Brightness Shivambu   

 
Bachelor of Arts Honours in Community Development 
 

Julian Botman Nkosinathi Samuel Sixabayi 

Yandisa Patiencei Dubula Khuthala Thelma Tswane 

Wiseman Nkosivumile Gola Benicia Willemse 

**Jim Mkuseli Madiba   

 

 
   

 

Bachelor of Arts Honours in Psychology (Academic) 
 

 

Tiffany-Kelly Diedericks Naledi Mashishi 

Humairaa Felander *Jennifer Ntombie Mngadi 

*Khelsey Fraser *Phenyo Sukoluhle Morakanyane 

**Denise Mary Gray *Sanika Rodgers 

Amy Herron *Stacey-lee Samuels 

*Savannah-Leigh Huxtable *Dominique Segers 

Tauhirah Keraan   

    

    

Bachelor of Arts Honours in Psychology (BPsych Equivalent) 
 

*Nandi Calitz Bryony Gay McCormick 

*Shandre Theresa Cornelius *Jessica Julia Meezraci 

Annelize  Coetzee **Jacqui Celine Mynhardt 

Amanda Denoon-Stevens *Sebrina Schneider 

*Emma Wanless Dorrington *Inge  Smit 

*Margaret Letitia Els *Heather Joan Winifred Thom 

Silindokahle Revive Fanele *Alida Van der Mescht 

Meagan Jacobs  *Bianka Van Rooyen 

*Luzinde Koen Amy Robin Williams 

*Nadira Lee Shue Ling   

*Janda Grey MacDonald   

    

* Distinction 

** Top student in programme 
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2021 Teaching Awards 

 

 

 

Distance Mode 

 

Winner 

Sene van Heerden (Education) 

 

 

Commendation 

Bhuti Mbele (Business Studies) 

Linda Paauw (Education) 

Nina Louw (Business Studies) 

 

 

 

Contact Mode 

 

Winner 

Henrietta Settler (Sociology and Community Development) 

 

 

Commendation 

Charmaine Iwu (Sociology and Community Development) 

Emma Arogundade (Sociology and Community Development) 

Sharon Melrose (Psychology) 
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2021 Cornerstone Institute Laureates  

 

As a mark of our entry to the next 50 years of our work – we last year 

celebrated 50 years of service since our establishment in 1970, this is the 

first year the Senate and the Board will confer the honorary title of:  

 

Cornerstone Institute Laureate  

  

In recognition for Scientific Inquiry and the Advancement of Knowledge 

in Service of Others. 

 

Abrahamse, Tanya 

 

Dr Abrahamse is a South African entomologist who 

made significant contributions to the fields of 

biodiversity, natural resource management and 

environmental policy, and played a key role in 

South Africa’s post-apartheid reconstruction and 

development.   

 

She earned degrees in entomology from 

the University of Zambia, Imperial College London, 

and a doctorate from the University of Westminster.  

 

Dr Abrahamse started her career as a researcher and community 

development worker for conservation in rural communities in several 

Southern African countries, including Zambia and later also Zimbabwe.  

 

She continued this work later as part of the NGO, Environmental 

Development Agency, first as its head of the Land Use unit and later as 

its Executive Director.  

 

She also worked as a member of the South African Congress of Trade 

Unions to support anti-apartheid labour movements and after 1994 was 

appointed as Chief-Director in the Office of President Mandela, as well 

as to the Reconstruction and Development Plan Office.  

 

She directed the RDP Fund Development Unit and lead the 

development of South Africa’s Integrated Rural Development Strategy 

and was central to the development of the Rural Housing Policy.  
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Dr Abrahamse in 1997 was appointed as Deputy-Director General of the 

National Department of Environmental Affairs, where she over time held 

responsibility for marine and coastal management, biodiversity and 

heritage, and tourism development, among others.  

 

She thereafter served as Executive Director of the Tourism Business 

Council of South Africa and in 2007 was appointed the first CEO of the 

South African National Biodiversity Institute, a public entity responsible for 

Biodiversity research, policy support, knowledge & information, and the 

National Botanical Gardens. While leading the Institute, Dr Abrahamse 

was appointed to the UN Secretary General’s Science Advisory Board. 

 

Dr Abrahamse currently Chairs the Global Biodiversity Information 

Facility Governing Board, is a panel member of the UN 

Environment’s International Resources Panel, Deputy-Chair of the 

Board of South African Tourism, a member of SA National Parks 

board, a trustee of the Women’s Development Bank, and is a 

founding member of the board of the Mapungubwe Institute.  

 

Fanaroff, Bernard 

 

Dr Fanaroff is a South African radio astronomer and 

trade unionist who is globally recognised for his work in 

astronomy, as well as for his contribution as an anti-

apartheid activist and post-apartheid senior civil 

servant.  

 

Dr Fanaroff first gained international recognition while 

working on his PhD at Cambridge University. Here, with 

the British astronomer Julia Riley, he co-authored a 

breakthrough in the classification of radio galaxies.  

 

Known as the Fanaroff–Riley classification, radio galaxies are classifies 

based on the radio luminosity and shape of their emissions. 

 

He returned to South Africa and dedicated his energy to the struggle for 

freedom, serving among others as the national secretary for the Metal 

and Allied Workers Union. After the first democratic elections in 1994, Dr 

Fanaroff was appointed as the Deputy Director General in President 

Mandela’s Office and Head of the Office for the Reconstruction and 

Development Programme, among others.  
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From 2003 to 2015 as Project Director he led South Africa's successful bid 

to host the Square Kilometre Array Radio Telescope (SKA) in Africa and 

the design and construction of the MeerKAT radio telescope. A key part 

of the project was the development of the SKA South Africa’s highly 

respected Human Capital Development programme.  

 

Dr Fanaroff continued to work as an advisor to the SKA, as an advisor to 

the Ministry of Science and Technology and as co-chair of the BRICS 

Working Group on Information and Communication Technologies and 

High Performance Computing, among others.  

 

He is also a founding member of the Academy of Science of South 

Africa and was a visiting professor at Oxford University. 

 

Dr Fanaroff‘s contributions to science and society continues to be 

recognized on a global scale. In 2014 he was awarded the Order of 

Mapungubwe, one of the highest honours in the country, and has been 

awarded honorary Doctorates from six South African Universities, in 2017, 

Dr Fanaroff was awarded the USA’s Karl G Jansky Lectureship for his 

unparalleled leadership in astronomy and public service.  

 

In 2019 Dr Fanaroff was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society, which 

among its members includes Sir Isaac Newton, one of the foremost 

scientists of all time and who was elected to the Society in the 17th 

century.  

 

Dr Fanaroff also serves as a member of the Board of Cornerstone Institute 

 

Volmink, John 

 

Professor Volmink serves as President of Cornerstone 

Institute and a member of our Board of Directors, 

which roles he took up after serving also as our CEO 

and Principal from 2005-2009. For this work over so 

many years we honour him as a foremost Laureate. 

 

Professor Volmink started his career as a high school 

teacher and later as head of mathematics at the then 

Peninsula Technikon.  
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He held several teaching roles, including at the University of the Western 

Cape prior to continuing his studies and graduating with a Doctorate in 

Mathematics Education from Cornell University in the USA.  

 

On his return Prof Volmink first joined the University of Botswana, but soon 

returned to South Africa to focus on teacher development programmes, 

serving as director of the Centre for the Advancement of Science and 

Mathematics Education, among others.  

 

However, at the same time, then, as also on a continuing basis since 

1994, he was appointment to several committees for curriculum reform 

by successive post-apartheid Ministers of Education.  

 

For more than two decades he continued to serve and was appointed 

to Ministerial Committees and Task Teams to review qualifications, and 

school and higher education curriculum.  

 

Prof Volmink soon stepped into higher education leadership roles and 

held vice-chancellor positions and ministerial appointments at several 

South African institutions, including at the University of KwaZulu Natal, 

and the Durban and Cape Peninsula Universities of Technology, among 

others. He also served as the CEO of the National Education Evaluation 

and Development Unit. 

 

Prof Volmink in 2006 received his first appointment and Chair of the 

UMALUSI Council, to which position he has been reappointed. He 

continues to serve in this critical role for national education, reporting to 

the Minister of Basic Education. 

 

Prof Volmink throughout his career made significant contributions to the 

NGO-sector, serving as director, board member, chair of the board or 

patron of several organisations – organisations that build education and 

emphasise value-based leadership, such as MIET Africa, CASME and 

Dinaledi.  

 

He serves as chair of the DG Murray Trust, patron of Calling Education 

and as Chair of the Ubuntu Global Leadership Network, among others. 
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Zühlke, Liesl 

 

Professor Zühlke is a Paediatric Cardiologist and 

leader in cardiovascular medicine in Africa. The 

South African Medical Research Council recently 

appoint Professor Zühlke as its Vice-President for 

Extramural Research. She will join the SAMRC from 

the University of Cape Town (UCT) where she served 

as the Acting Deputy Dean of Research in the 

Faculty of Health Sciences, a Paediatric Cardiologist 

at Red Cross Children’s Hospital, and the Director of 

the Children’s Heart Disease Research Unit.   

 

Her research spans congenital and Rheumatic Heart Disease (RHD), HIV 

in adolescents, Grown-up Congenital Heart Disease and Cardiac 

Disease in women of childbearing age. She is an NRF (C1-2016)-rated, 

published 147 academic articles and eight book chapters published, has 

an H-Index of 42 and well over 26 000 citations of her work. She served as 

editor of several academic journals, including the New England Journal 

of Medicine, Lancet, Circulation, JACC and European Heart Journal. 

Prof Zühlke has managed several large-scale RHD projects in South 

Africa and the continent. She was instrumental in the development, 

coordination, and management of the largest prospective RHD registry 

the Rheumatic Heart Disease Registry (the REMEDY study) involving 25 

sites, in 12 African countries, Yemen and India. 

Prof Zühlke held leadership positions in cardiology in South Africa as the 

President of the Paediatric Cardiac Society of South Africa (2012-2016), 

President of the South African Heart Association (2016-2018).  

She currently serves as chairperson of both the Paediatric and 

Rheumatic Heart Disease Taskforces in the Pan-African Society of 

Cardiology.  

At international level she serves as the President of REACH (Rheumatic 

Heart Disease, Evidence, Advocacy, Communication and Hope), as a 

board member of the World Heart Federation and Non-Communicable 

Diseases Alliance, as a member of the International scientific advisory 

board of Children's Heart Link and Global ARCH and an executive 

member of Strep-A-Vaccine Global Consortium. 
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Welcome, Cornerstone Alumni! 

 

 

Today is the beginning of a new relationship with Cornerstone Institute 

and an important phase in your firm bond with us, one that you share 

with the Cornerstone community across the globe. Our alumni are our 

bedrock, and we aim to build this institution to new heights with your 

support and contributions. 

We are proud of our inclusive and diverse learning community, and we 

are proud that you can be a part of this community. We collectively 

share and remain committed to a critical academic ethos and 

transformative scholarship.  This commitment makes for an expanding 

network with an impactful footprint both in South Africa and globally. 

We aim to remain connected to you and ask you, in turn, to let us know 

not only your current contact details but also, from time to time, 

something of your lives and where you are in your careers.  

Updates can be done on our  website:           

http://www.cornerstone.ac.za/alumni/update/  or by writing to the 

Alumni Office via email:  alumni@cornerstone.ac.za   

Your alma mater looks forward to our continued engagement, whether 

at a public lecture, a leadership forum, your class reunion, or just an 

informal call! 

http://www.cornerstone.ac.za/alumni/update/
mailto:alumni@cornerstone.ac.za
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CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Physical Address   Postal Address 

1 Cedar Road    PO Box 13434 

Sandown    Observatory 

Milnerton Rural    7935 

South Africa 

7441 

 

Tel +27(0)21 448 0050 

Email info@cornerstone.ac.za  

Website www.cornerstone.ac.za  

 

mailto:info@cornerstone.ac.za
http://www.cornerstone.ac.za/

